„Klimatech“ AD manufactures a wide range of heat exchangers, based on gilled pipes:
Type A steel (or non-ferrous) pipe with aluminum gills
Type B copper pipe with aluminum gills
The technology of gill-making guarantees 100% contact between the pipes and the gills and excellent
heat exchange.
The dimensions, the heat exchange area and the thermal power are set by customer's order.

The heat exchangers are used in:
[ Energy production NPC, TPC
[ Central heating systems
[ Oil industries
[ Chemical industries
[ Food-processing industries
[ Dryers
[ Heating (cooling) of houses and industrial premises
[ Green-houses

The heat exchangers typeAare made of black, stainless or non-ferrous pipe, gilled withAl gills. For making
the gills on the pipes a high-efficiency technology is applied by the method of coiling an aluminum band or by the
method of extrusion of an aluminum pipe.
The heat exchange units of type B are made of copper pipe Æ10 mm or Æ16 mm, gilled withAl lamellas.

The heat exchangers type A are made of basic black, stainless or non-ferrous pipe, gilled with aluminum
gills by one of the following versions:

The air-heating units type BA are designed for heating and ventilation of industrial premises, warehouses,
garages, green houses, sport halls, etc.
The air-heating units are compact products with clear modern line.
The construction allows wall and ceiling mounting.
As heat carrying agent hot water or steam are applied. The heat exchangers for the water as heat carrying
agent are made of copper pipes with aluminum lamellas, and those for steam heat-carrying agent - of steel pipes
with aluminum gills.
Aversion of BAwith electric heater is also applied.
The air- heating units can operate in the following operation modes:
- 100% recirculation air;
- 100% fresh air - a mixing case with a filter is added to the BAunit;
- mixed mode - relevant % of recirculation air and fresh air - a mixing case and MLG are added to the unit.
The air-heating units are offered in explosion-proof version.

The power is measures at input air temperature 15°C and outlet air temperature 42°C.
The air-heating unit can work with steam up to 0,8 MPa and 170°C.
The air-heating units can be made complete with other fans by customer's order.

It is designed for limiting the air flow through doors, windows, service openings, open display windows etc.
It can be supplied with hot or cold water, steam or electric heaters can be installed.

Designed for indirect heating of air for technological
needs.
Feeds dryers in ceramic production lines.
As an energy source black oil or natural gas are possible to
use one and the same unit can operate on both types of fuels.

Purpose:
1. Air-cooling units
- for cooling hot air with cold water;
Used for hot air cooling of generators in Water Power
Stations and Pump-Accumulation Water Power Stations.

2.AirCoolers
- For cooling fluids of various technological processes by cold air.
Used for utilization of the waste heat from industrial production.

Construction:
Made of gilled pipes Fe-Al extruded or coiled, or copper pipes withAl lamellas.
The pipe panels and arcs can be made of black or stainless steel.
The air-cooling units are obligatory blown by fans.
Their operation is reliable, safe and secure.
They are designed for easy prophylactic inspections and pipe cleaning.
The thermal - technical and strength calculations are made by customer's technical assignment.

Purpose:
Applications in the food-processing industries, as well as in various industrial plants, including for cooling
the oil in the hydro-aggregate units of Water Power Stations and Pump -Accumulation Water Power Stations.

Constrction:
They comprise a casing, pipe bunch and covers, where the inlet and outlet of one fluid are installed.
The casing - pipe heat exchangers are made of plain copper or brass pipes, rolled over into pipe grids. The
pipe grids the arcs and the casings are made of black or stainless steel.
The cooling fluid (water) flows in the pipes, and the cooled fluid (oil) flows out of them (in the inter-pipe
space).
To provide better circulation of the cooled fluid (the oil), circulation lamellas are set in the inter-pipe space.
Their shape is designed so that it can provide multiple alterations in the flow direction of the fluid (the oil) in
radial and axial direction.
The casing - pipe heat exchangers can be made with multiple movements in regard to the cooling fluid (the
water).
The casing - pipe heat exchangers are technological to make, convenient in installation and de-installation.
They are reliable, safe and secure in exploitation.
Their structure is made easy to prophylactic inspections and cleaning the pipes.
The Oil-Coolers meet the requirements of ISO 16812-2007.

The thermal - technical and strength calculations, the dimensions and the structure of the casing - pipe heat
exchangers (Oil-Coolers) are in compliance with customer's demands.

